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Abstract: Where everyday injustice – occupational injustice – persists, health and social professionals have an ethical, moral and professional obligation to reduce injustice with and for destitute as well as privileged members of society. But can professionals actually enable occupational justice? This reflective paper takes readers on a journey toward optimistically responding maybe. The analytic approach is summarized in preparation for tracing when and how the awakening to occupational injustice began. The journey continues by highlighting resources – namely a YouTube film: Reaching Out: Today's Activist Occupational Therapy and selected English language references from occupational science and occupational therapy that display an emerging knowledge bank for six population-based occupational justice practices which could be enriched with resources in other languages and fields. The journey ends with reflections on the complex professional power relations that need careful attention by professionals who intend to enable occupational justice.
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Profissionais podem realmente promover justiça ocupacional?

Resumo: Onde a injustiça cotidiana – injustiça ocupacional – persiste, profissionais das áreas social e de saúde têm obrigação profissional, moral e ética de reduzir tal injustiça para com os membros da sociedade, tanto para os necessitados como para os privilegiados. Mas os profissionais são realmente capazes de promover justiça ocupacional? Este estudo reflexivo leva seus leitores a uma viagem para responder, de forma otimista: talvez. A abordagem analítica resume-se na preparação para o delineamento de como e quando o despertar para a injustiça ocupacional começou. A viagem continua, destacando os recursos, a saber, um filme no YouTube: Estendendo a mão: a atual terapia ocupacional ativista e referências em língua inglesa selecionadas da ciência ocupacional e terapia ocupacional que apresentam um emergente banco de dados para seis práticas de justiça ocupacional com base em alguns grupos populacionais, as quais podem ser enriquecidas com recursos em outras línguas e campos. A viagem termina com reflexões a respeito das complexas relações de poder que requerem meticulosa atenção por parte dos profissionais que pretendem promover justiça ocupacional.

Palavras-chave: Reflexividade Critica, Geração de Conhecimento, Ciência Ocupacional, Prática Profissional.
Where everyday injustice – occupational injustice – persists, health and social professionals have an ethical, moral and professional obligation to reduce injustice with and for destitute as well as privileged members of society. But can professionals actually enable occupational justice? This reflective paper takes readers on a journey toward optimistically responding maybe. The analytic approach is summarized in preparation for tracing when and how the awakening to occupational injustice began. The journey continues by highlighting resources – namely a YouTube film: Reaching Out: Today’s Activist Occupational Therapy and selected English language references from occupational science and occupational therapy that display an emerging knowledge bank for six areas of population-based occupational justice practice, or the social occupational therapy practices in South America (GALHEIGO, 2011a). The potential for knowledge generation to enrich this bank is unlimited in many fields and languages. The journey ends with reflections on the complex professional power relations that need careful attention by professionals who intend to enable occupational justice.

Before tracing the awakening to occupational injustice, the paper orients readers to the critically reflexive thinking inspired particularly by Dorothy Smith’s (2005, 2006) institutional ethnography (IE), although the paper does not report a specific institutional ethnography. Congruent with IE, the journey starts from an awareness that all humans have a bodily, everyday world standpoint of knowing many occupations when occupation is defined broadly as everything individuals, groups, or communities experience everywhere, anytime in occupying life (e.g., CLARK, 1997; HASSELKUS, 2002; WILCOCK, 1993, 1998a), rather than limiting the definition to objectified categories of work in economic or government statistics as is typical around the world (JARMAN, 2010). The primary interests of this journey are in social change to reduce everyday injustice, not in the justice of punishment or individualized practices with individuals who seek new meanings in occupations (BORELL et al.; 2012; HASSELKUS, 2002) when their personal lives feel unjust. Reflections on actually enabling occupational justice leave concerns for evidence-based practice to others who may be interested in measuring injustice against biomedical markers of occupations (MERNAR, 2006) or evaluating the outcomes of occupation-based projects (ARTHUR; LALANDE, 2009). Instead, the paper traces the awakening to occupational injustice and profiles selected resources to raise consciousness (FREIRE, 1985) and prompt epistemic reflexivity (BOURDIEU; WACQUANT, 1992). Reflexivity is encouraged to consider ideological intentions such as enabling occupational justice in light of institutional relations of ruling (SMITH, 2006) that govern how and why professionals may or may not actually enable occupational justice. From a bodily, everyday world standpoint of knowing occupations, critically reflexive questions about professionals enabling occupational justice could be: How do professions integrate (or not) conceptual theories in real practice situations? Why might professionals intend (or not intend) to enable occupational justice when they are not actually funded or accountable in documented evidence, such as workload statistics, for reducing occupational injustice? How, where and when might professionals work together with populations (collaborate) in enabling justice and what are the challenges? What might professionals actually do in education, housing, employment or other institutions (SMITH, 2006) to change policies, funding and laws that contribute to the routine organization of both occupational injustice and professional practices.

1 Awakening to occupational injustice

One can trace the awakening to occupational injustice to the vast literature on related concepts including (but not limited to) participation, health, citizenship, power, empowerment, client-centred practice, risk, and social change. In brief, research over the last century has grown with evidence and critiques of a strong relationship between participation in the everyday world and individual and public health (WORLD…, 1986). For over 30 years, research from an occupational perspective of health has been examining how health can be influenced by and influences what people do in the everyday world (e.g., CHRISTIANSEN; TOWNSEND, 2010; WHITEFORD; WRIGHT-ST CLAIR, 2005; WILCOCK, 1993, 1998a, 2005a; WILCOCK; TOWNSEND, 2014). Furthermore, the past decades have seen volumes of health and other research exploring relationships between the concepts of participation, health and citizenship with critiques of power that suggest greater effectiveness when professionals engage in doing with participants (e.g., patients, clients, communities, populations, residents) rather than doing to or for those who engage in professional services (ASTON et al., 2009; TOWNSEND, 1998a; WILCOCK, 1998a). In the last decade, consciousness raising and critical reflection from an occupational perspective has
continued, for instance, questioning the influences of occupations on physical, mental and spiritual health (e.g., BRYANT, 2010; BRYANT et al., 2011; MARMOT et al., 2012; PRODINGER et al., 2012; PUUMANAINEN, 2011; WILCOCK, 2006; WILSON et al., 2008).

In addition, centuries of literature on citizenship exist, profiling global awareness that civic involvement (WORLD… 1986) benefits health when people are challenged, empowered and engaged to participate in something that transcends individual problems (FOX; QUINN, 2012; FOSTER-FISHMAN; PIERCE; VAN EGEREN, 2009; BESS et al., 2009; WORLD…, 1998). Explorations of an occupational perspective of citizenship have covered broad ranging ideas about reducing injustice, as in the collected papers of Occupational Therapy Without Borders: Towards an Ecology of Occupation-Based Practices (KRONENBERG; POLLARD; SAKELLARIOU, 2011). Critical analyses of society emphasize that the impacts of participation and citizenship on health depend greatly on what are called social determinants of health, such as education, income or social support networks (MARMOT et al., 2012; RAPHAEL; CURRY-STEVENS, 2009). It is known that social determinants of health are managed through social institutions (SMITH, 2006) that are governed by conceptual practices of power. Power is embedded conceptually in policies, funding and laws that actually regulate what can be done (SMITH, 1990). For example, funding and municipal housing bylaws may encourage high cost housing development governed by the concept of neighbourhood improvement, despite urgent needs for affordable housing for low income residents (TOWNSEND et al., 2009). Said another way, institutional policies and other governance create, perpetuate, and normalize the exclusion of particular groups who do not easily fit in society (PEREIRA; WHITEFORD, 2012).

The global awakening to restricted participation, limited citizenship and social exclusion for some more than others is congruent with the awakening to occupational injustice in the fields of occupational science and occupational therapy. From occupational science beginnings in the United States and Australia over 30 years ago (YERXA et al., 1990; ZEMKE; CLARK, 1996; WILCOCK, 1993), a renaissance of interest in occupation (WHITEFORD; TOWNSEND; HOCKING, 2000) has lead to interdisciplinary perspectives on occupation, increasingly with visionary ideas and explicit moral and global interests (FRANK, 2012; RUDMAN et al., 2008).

The awakening to actually publish occupational injustice as new occupational science terminology occurred in an international dialogue between the first author and Dr. Ann Wilcock on visions of a more occupationally just world (WILCOCK; TOWNSEND, 2000, TOWNSEND; WILCOCK, 2004a). When they met serendipitously in Australia, Wilcock (1993, 1998a, b) had been developing an occupational perspective of health, participation, citizenship, justice and occupational deprivation (HOCKING, 2012). In Canada, Townsend (1993, 1998a, b) had been raising critical analyses of the institutional relations of power that shape whether or not professionals can enable empowerment and social justice through so-called client-centred engagement in occupations. Together, they began to present and publish on the related concepts of occupational justice and injustice

[...] to bring to public awareness the injustices that persist when participation in occupations is barred, confined, restricted, segregated, prohibited, undeveloped, disrupted, alienated, marginalized, exploited, excluded or otherwise restricted (TOWNSEND; WILCOCK, 2004a, p. 77).

Simply stated, the concepts of occupational justice and injustice offered a new language and set of beliefs, values, and ideas to explore conditions that restrict everyday participation and citizenship in what Wilcock described conceptually as doing, being, becoming and belonging through occupation (WILCOCK, 1998a, b, 2006; TOWNSEND; WHITEFORD; HOCKING, 1998; TOWNSEND; WILCOCK, 2004b). With recognition of the problematic reference to occupation and the complexities of justice, the thinking about occupational injustice prompted ideas about restricted participation in situations that limit doing the performance of actual occupations – for instance because of limited funding, rigid policies or other forces beyond the limitations of bodily impairments1. Restricted participation was also recognized as occurring in situations that limit being and becoming fully human through engagement in everyday occupations that touch the individual or collective human spirit and stimulate a sense of meaning. In addition, everyday experiences of injustice were recognized in situations where institutional (systemic) conditions routinely restrict some people from belonging as they attempt to participate and be included in the typical occupations of a society.

The awakening to occupational injustice beyond social injustice was to identify the occupational
disparities of particular populations. Knowing that dialogues on this matter need to continue, Stadnyk, Townsend and Wilcock (2010) clarify the point of divergence between occupational and social justice as different points of advocacy. Whereas social justice advocates for “equitable access to opportunities and resources to reduce group differences” (p. 347), occupational justice advocates for “[...] different access to opportunities and resources to acknowledge individual differences resulting from human biology and human interaction with the natural and human environment.” (p. 348). Because occupation and justice need to be defined differently in different contexts, Townsend and Wilcock resisted creating a single definition. They offered instead An Exploratory Theory of Occupational Justice (TOWNSEND; WILCOCK, 2004b, p. 250-251) to prompt dialogue on central beliefs and principles about occupation, justice and injustice.

The standpoint in this paper of knowing occupation as bodily, ordinary, everyday life experiences is another way to articulate the central belief of the Exploratory Theory: the belief that all humans are occupational beings. Belief in the essential, occupational nature of humans extends to the belief that humans participate individually and collectively in occupations as interdependent beings who are also autonomous agents. Living differently in diverse socio-cultural-political contexts, humans experience diverse influences on their education, work, home and other occupations and on the development of their diverse capabilities to participate (KANTARTZIS; MOLINEUX, 2011).

By 2010, the Exploratory Theory (WILCOCK; TOWNSEND, 2004b) had evolved into a Framework of Occupational Justice (STADNYK; TOWNSEND; WILCOCK, 2010) with four outcomes of occupational injustice named to distinguish between occupational imbalance, occupational deprivation, occupational marginalization and occupational alienation (p. 338). Other elements added in the 2010 Framework were major structural and contextual determinants of occupational justice and injustice that resemble the social determinants of health with added concerns when the potential of humans as occupational beings is restricted. Now an exploratory Occupational Justice and Health Questionnaire (OJHQ) (WILCOCK; TOWNSEND, 2014, p. 548-549) is being piloted with a structured, checklist for critical reflection by those interested in enabling occupational justice or occupational rights.

In tracing the awakening to occupational injustice, it is necessary to acknowledge the inspiration drawn from the vast international publications on social justice and human rights, five of which are noted because of their global stature. The General Assembly of the United Nations (UN) Declaration of Human Rights (1948) stands out as a landmark statement of the universal human right to participate in everyday life with full citizenship regardless of ability, culture, old age, race, religion and other differences. The UN Declaration is echoed in many World Health Organization (WHO) initiatives, notably the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (WORLD..., 1986, 1998) published almost 40 years after the UN Declaration (1948). In reflecting on the founding ideas about occupational injustice, there is much to learn from the Charter’s call to advocate for health as a resource to be achieved in everyday life by all not only those who are privileged in society, to enable the development of a supportive environment for achieving health equity, and to mediate coordinated efforts on the social determinants of health.

Inspiration to explore occupational injustice can also be found in writings by the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) (2010, September), the world’s oldest public health organization since 1902, which has been urging the use of international treaties for advancing the health of vulnerable groups. Within occupational therapy, the World Federation of Occupational Therapists (WFOT) has confirmed this profession’s interest in occupational injustice by building official relations with WHO since 1959 and endorsing the UN Declaration of Human Rights. WFOT has publicly endorsed efforts to advance occupational justice in a Position Statement on Human Rights (2006, p. 1) in which the first principle is that: “people have the right to participate in a range of occupations that enable them to flourish.”

A fifth international influence in awakening to occupational injustice has been the Capabilities Approach articulated by Sen (2005, 2009) writing on social development and Nussbaum (2003, 2004, 2006, 2007) writing on the Human Capabilities Framework. There seems to be a strong convergence in that both occupational and capabilities frameworks of justice emphasize the need for human engagement in everyday life to develop capabilities. They both draw lessons for structural changes that can advance social as well as economic development through social accountability, governance to promote social inclusion, and universal rights (TOWNSEND, 2012). The divergence is in the organization and language of these frameworks that originate in different bodies of research. Analyses in the literature that use the Occupational Justice Framework revolve around the
four types of restricted occupational participation: occupational alienation, occupational deprivation, occupational imbalance, and occupational marginalization, plus occupational apartheid (KRONENBERG; POLLARD; SAKELLARIOU, 2011). Analyses using the Human Capabilities Framework revolve around extensive critique of the ethical, moral, social and economic conditions for being fully human.

In summary, the awakening to occupational injustice to date has been to name this and related concepts, and to explore central beliefs, values and ideas from occupational science and international sources. Inspiration has been particularly helpful from UN, WHO, PAHO and WFOT and Human Capabilities Framework documents on wide ranging topics from participation to human rights.

2 Resources for developing occupational justice practices

One suggested stimulus for developing occupational justice practices is a visual resource – a YouTube film, Reaching Out: Today’s Activist Occupational Therapy (TOWNSEND; SANDIFORD, 2012)\(^1\). The film illustrates two practices with historical commentary (FRIEDLAND, 2011) on the activist foundations of Canadian occupational therapy. Without naming occupational justice or injustice, the film profiles one occupational therapy practice that emphasizes experiential learning through doing in a Nova Scotian primary health care street health program. It illustrates occupation-based approaches to participation, citizenship, and learning with street participants. The other practice profiles a leadership initiative in connecting systems, called institutions in this paper, to coordinate community, professional and government responses to severe mental health, school absenteeism, legal, and addiction issues of a segment of youth across Canada's Nunavut Territory. Dialogue sparked by the film could take many directions, one of which might be to critically reflect on, adapt or build on the two practices.

Another suggested stimulus is to gather literature to enrich dialogue on the film or other resources. An online search was done through World Cat to find English titles or articles, mainly in peer-reviewed journal articles but also in occupational therapy practice newsletters using the keywords occupational justice or occupational injustice, with a diversion to track down the early papers on occupational deprivation and current occupational therapy books. It will be obvious to readers who know of global, justice-based research and projects, that literature searches, largely using two keywords in peer-reviewed journal articles, are merely a starting place, and that the search for this paper may have missed important contributions. Additional keyword or hand searching for reports, books and other documentation in any field and language could deepen the search reported here. A more extensive occupational justice search could include keywords that in English or other languages speak to concerns for routine, everyday injustice expressed in a Western context as occupational deprivation, occupational alienation, occupational imbalance, occupational marginalization, capacity development, social justice, social change, critical or radical practice, community development and more.

One outcome of the search has been to collate the three most accessible online, occupational justice practice frame works linking theory and practice. The most developed of these (DUROCHER; GIBSON; RAPPOLT, 2013), the Participatory Occupational Justice Framework (POJF) (WHITEFORD; TOWNSEND, 2011), uses a visual model as a framework to display a 6-point, interconnected practice process of critical occupational therapy for creating collaborative, participatory decision-making opportunities for advancing social inclusion and justice. Wolf et al. (2010) developed a chart as a practitioner-friendly Framework for Addressing Issues of Occupational Justice. The chart shows how practitioners might advocate for policy change after starting with individuals, their example being a 61 year-old man referred to a Geriatric Day Centre whose situation prompted practitioners to press for policy changes in the Centre. The most recent framework is a checklist called the Conceptual Framework of Assistive Technology and Occupational Justice (ARTHANAT et al., 2012, p. 315). The checklist can be used to identify access to the assistive technology that individuals or groups need to participate in their desired occupations.

The other search outcome is collated in Table 1. The process of reflecting on and collating the search results gave rise to the idea of an emerging knowledge bank that could bring a new occupational justice perspective to old problems of injustice. The naming of populations in Table 1 was based partly on the numbers of papers found, and partly on the potential for occupational justice practices to show professional responsiveness and leadership to collaborate with global populations who experience persistent social and economic challenges. Occupational injustice issues and responses are summarized for six populations: persons with a disability, persons...
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Table 1. An Emerging Knowledge Bank for Population-Based Occupational Justice Practices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Can Professionals Actually Enable Occupational Justice?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What might professionals actually do in education, employment, health, housing, transportation or other institutions (SMITH, 2006) to change policies, funding and laws that contribute to the routine, taken-for-granted organization of occupational injustice and professional practices?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How, where and when might professionals work together with populations (collaborate) in enabling justice and what are the challenges?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Occupational Justice Practices with Persons with a Disability

Occupational injustice for persons with a disability persists in communities, hospitals, and other settings that may fail to attend sufficiently to culturally-appropriate occupations, the right to work with or without accommodations, access to required assistive technologies, or violence against women.

Occupational justice practices might design policies, funding, legislation and programs in collaboration with, not for, persons with a disability and with non-governmental organizations, government and other professional colleagues and families. Examples are practices to: ensure health services reflect culturally-appropriate occupations; guarantee employment support strategies; create inclusive access to assistive technology and home and workplace modifications; sanction professional advocacy for the right to work with a disability; design accountability systems for collective activism to reduce violence against women with disabilities.

“These actions need not be grand but rather can be small and incremental steps that are context specific and work towards the larger goal of occupational justice.” (WOLF et al., 2010, p. 17).

Occupational Justice Practices with People Living in Poverty

Occupational injustice persists for those who live in poverty and/or homelessness and for those experiencing major cultural changes in difficult economic circumstances, or in occupational transitions, such as the transition from being a youth in foster care to becoming an autonomous adult.

Occupational justice practices might include to collaborate with local and government representatives to develop population capacity across all age groups; funding, policies, and initiatives for education, child development, employment, housing, transportation, etc. “Local energy, commitment, and expertise are the critical factors that drive capacity development.” (VAN BRUGGEN, 2011, p. 302).

Occupational Justice Practices with People in Disaster, War and Refugee Zones

Occupational injustice persists for peoples anywhere who live as refugees or immigrants after fleeing from oppression, violence or loss of land in the case of disaster or war zones.

Occupational justice practices might design and coordinate programs with refugees, immigrants and others, to develop: sustainability in routines and habits; new projects with choice, decision-making and engagement in meaningful occupations within restricted space and funding; new collective activism to challenge restricted funding and support workers. “[...] opportunities for joining, sharing and cultural expression through a range of activities that brought him into contact with others was especially important.” (WHITEFORD, 2005, p. 86).

Occupational Justice Practices with Seniors

Occupational injustice persists in limited social inclusion due to restrictive, and over-protective housing, lack of age-friendly transportation and technology, insufficient income assistance, and ‘keep busy’ activities in residential care.

Occupational justice practices might design inclusive policies, social accountability and rights with older people, for example: affordable community programs, flexible housing options to sustain maximum capabilities; programs with indoor and outdoor occupations for socializing, productivity and civic participation; activism for senior-friendly transportation, technology, and income assistance; and, integrated or target programs that consider social class, ethnicity (especially language), gender, race, sexual orientation, etc. “Intervention should address more than just the remediation of skills and abilities.” (BERGER et al., 2012, p. 3).

Discussion – taking a radical turn

The journey travelled in this paper ends with reflections on the complex professional power relations that need careful attention by those who intend to enable occupational justice. (TOWNSEND; POLATAJKO, 2013) Can professionals actually enable occupational justice? One could glibly answer no given a history of professional dominance, with professional expertise prevailing over other ways of knowing (BELENKY et al., 1986; FREDSON, 1986; SMITH, 2006). Professionals, including occupational therapists (ABBERLEY, 1995), have been critiqued for disabling or oppressing practices (ILLICH et al., 2010; FREIRE, 1972, 1985). In their education, professionals are socialized to fit in with the prevailing professional discourse, rules and regulations that normalize a docile professional (MACKEY, 2011). Professionals face the contradictions of being insiders whose work supports the very same relations of ruling that their activism is targeting to change (MURRAY, 2012; RAVERSBERGEN; VANDERPLAAT, 2009; SMITH, 1990). In working with community-based groups on social change, professionals experience the pitfall of needing to use existing funding and regulations that actually reproduce the existing social order (MYKHALOVSKIY; McCOY, 2012).

3 An emerging knowledge bank for population-based occupational justice practices

Readers are invited to look at Table 1 with critical reflection on their own bodily, everyday world standpoint of knowing occupations, asking: What examples of occupational justice and injustice are known to be routine parts of everyday life? This opening reflection can be used to refine or add to the occupational injustice issues summarized in Table 1. The references listed to guide collaboration with each population in Table 1 seem to particularly invite dialogue and action on two questions about occupational justice practices: What might professionals actually do in education, employment, health, housing, transportation or other institutions (SMITH, 2006) to change policies, funding and laws that contribute to the routine organization of occupational injustice and professional practices? How, where and when might professionals work together with populations (collaborate) in enabling justice and what are the challenges?

4 Discussion – taking a radical turn

The journey travelled in this paper ends with reflections on the complex professional power relations that need careful attention by those who intend to enable occupational justice. (TOWNSEND; POLATAJKO, 2013) Can professionals actually enable occupational justice? One could glibly answer no given a history of professional dominance, with professional expertise prevailing over other ways of knowing (BELENKY et al., 1986; FREDSON, 1986; SMITH, 2006). Professionals, including occupational therapists (ABBERLEY, 1995), have been critiqued for disabling or oppressing practices (ILLICH et al., 2010; FREIRE, 1972, 1985). In their education, professionals are socialized to fit in with the prevailing professional discourse, rules and regulations that normalize a docile professional (MACKEY, 2011). Professionals face the contradictions of being insiders whose work supports the very same relations of ruling that their activism is targeting to change (MURRAY, 2012; RAVERSBERGEN; VANDERPLAAT, 2009; SMITH, 1990). In working with community-based groups on social change, professionals experience the pitfall of needing to use existing funding and regulations that actually reproduce the existing social order (MYKHALOVSKIY; McCOY, 2012).
Alternately one can answer *maybe* professionals can enable occupational justice – with a radical turn to use professional power in social practices aimed at reducing marginality, exclusion, apartheid, disaffiliation, vulnerability, and deprivation (GALHEIGO, 2011a) and political practices aimed at policy, funding and legal changes (KRONEBERG; SIMÓ ALGADO, 2003; BARBARA; WHITEFORD, 2005). A strong community of activist practitioners need to engage in raising critical consciousness and civic courage (FREIRE, 1985, 1989, 1998) and in creating a regulatory context compatible with enabling occupational justice (MURRAY, 2012; WHITEFORD, 2007; WHITEFORD; TOWNSEND, 2011). Reflection-based, popular education may offer a strategy to reveal taken-for-granted injustice (BOURDIEU; WACQUANT, 1992; KINSELLA; WHITEFORD, 2009) and the social conditions “[…] through which people who have been alienated from their culture are encouraged to identify, examine and act on their root causes of oppression.” (CARROLL; MINKLER, 2000, p. 23) as a precursor for social change (BRASHERS et al., 2002, p. 114 quoted in FOX; QUINN, 2012, p. 359). In individualized health and social contexts, it has already been recognized that efforts at social change […] should concentrate on overcoming the extrinsic factors hindering participation in leisure, such as transport difficulties and financial limitations, and enabling socialising and networking. (PIERIS; CRAIK, 2004, p. 246).

Taking a radical turn could mean organizing inter-professional activism and critical practices, (GALHEIGO, 2011b; HAMMELL; IWAMA, 2012; WHITEFORD; TOWNSEND, 2011) to influence what has been called the small “p” politics of communities or nations (KRONEBERG; SIMÓ ALGADO, 2003; POSTLE; WRIGHT; BERESFORD, 2005). Inter-professional collaboration could […] build structural/organizational transparent lines of communication […] clarify common goals […] set aside time for team-building for establishing joint activities for members of different agencies, and for developing shared protocols and documentation. (ROBINSON; COTTRELL, 2005, p. 557).

Other actions could be writing opinions, meeting to persuade others to join actions (GORDON, 2002a, b), and developing local capabilities through projects aimed at advancing justice (VAN BRUGGEN, 2011).

There are so many avenues to continue the awakening to occupational injustice and to occupational justice practices. Theoretically, there is a need to extend the exploration of ethical, moral and philosophic ideas inherent in the concept of occupational justice, and critical/radical leadership is needed to apply the concept in practice, as suggested in a thoughtful conceptual review of occupational justice (DUROCHER; GIBSON; RAPPOLT, 2013) and a proposal for future directions (DUROCHER; RAPPOLT; GIBSON, 2013). Other steps in awakening to occupational injustice could be to collect and analyze stories and images of persistent injustice that could help in distinguishing between social and occupational injustice. An occupational justice research perspective (RICHARDSON; MACRAE, 2011) could examine the relationship between occupational and social injustice, and could generate critiques, ideas and practice applications with the populations of concern to particular professional teams. Inter-professional collaboration could be particularly fruitful with those from community health, community development, ecology, economics, law, non-governmental organizations, political science, social work, and other fields. Stories told by people who experience injustice would greatly enrich dialogues on how and why professionals may or may not actually enable occupational justice.

5 Concluding reflections

*Can professionals actually enable occupational justice?* The response developed in this paper is *maybe*. The thinking behind this response has been to briefly trace the awakening to occupational injustice and to collate selected English language resources to guide occupational justice practices. The literature search suggests an emerging knowledge bank for occupational justice practices that could respond to routine injustice experienced by six populations. The populations were named to reflect the volume of literature found and the global concern for the social and economic challenges associated with these populations. The closing discussion of professional power and inter-professional collaboration is intended to launch the leadership journeys needed for actually enabling occupational justice (TOWNSEND et al., 2011).
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Notes

1 See also critiques of the medical diagnosis of bodily impairments as a potential source of social injustice.

2 Discussions about occupational rights versus occupational justice are beyond this paper. See opening discussions on this point in Durocher, Gibson and Rappolt (2013), Hammell (2008) and Hammell and Iwama (2012).

3 WFOT formed an International Advisory Group (WFOT – IAG) on Human Rights. The IAG sponsored a WFOT Bulletin Special Issue on Human Rights (WORLD…, November 2010, Edited by W. Bryant), held workshops from Asia to Australia and Europe, and has submitted recommendations to WFOT for incorporating human rights in the Minimum Standards for the Education of Occupational Therapists (WORLD…, 2002).


5 Apologies are extended to those who have published important work that was omitted from Table 1.